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Cell cultivation is the process of cultivating cells in
an artificial environment outside of their natural
body. GE Healthcare develops products for cell
cultivation, both the actual cell cultivation
instrument and the software for controlling it.
Presently GE's bioreactor system can only be
controlled and monitored from a screen on a
machine beside the cultivation. If the people
working with cell cultivation could monitor the
cultivations from a smartphone application, they
would always know what is going on in the
cultivation and could even change parameters if
necessary, without having to go to the cultivation.
Time is saved and the cultivation can be monitored
more often, thus can problems in the cultivation be
discovered earlier and the risk of the cultivation
perishing is decreased.
An iterative design process with focus on usability
was used to explore what functions the cell
cultivators need in a smartphone application to
support their work, and different design prototypes
were explored together with the cell cultivators and
usability experts.
The result showed that the necessary functions in
the application mainly involves monitoring of the
most important values, a list of elevated alarms and
the history chart for the values, but controlling of
the system such as turning functions on/off and
changing setpoints is also useful in some
situations. This report can be used as groundwork
for future development of smartphone applications
for cell cultivation.
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Sammanfattning
Cellodling innebär att odla celler i en artificiell miljö utanför cellernas naturliga
kropp, till exempel i en bioreaktor. GE Healthcare utvecklar produkter för
cellodling, både själva cellodlingsinstrumenten och mjukvara som styr instrumenten. Idag kan GE’s cellodlingssystem endast styras och övervakas från en
skärm på en maskin som står bredvid själva cellodlingen. Om människorna som
arbetade med cellodling istället skulle kunna övervaka odlingen från en smartphoneapplikation så skulle de alltid veta vad som hände i odlingen, och kunde
till och med ändra parametrar, utan att gå till själva odlingen. På så vis kan
man spara tid och cellodlingen kan övervakas oftare, vilket gör att eventuella
problem i odlingen kan upptäckas tidigare och risken för att odlingen ska bli
förstörd minskas.
För att undersöka vilka slags data och funktioner cellodlarna behöver i en smartphoneapplikation som ska stödja deras arbete så användes en iterativ designprocess med fokus på användbarhet. Processen inleddes med intervjuer med
cellodlarna i deras egen arbetsmiljö för att få reda på mer om deras arbete och
behov. Olika designprototyper av en applikation utvärderades tillsammans med
cellodlarna och användbarhetsexperter i de tre iterationerna i designprocessen.
Applikationen utvecklades för Android.
Resultatet visar att de nödvändiga funktionerna i en applikation i huvudsak
involverar att övervaka de viktigaste värdena i odlingen, att se en lista på
eventuella alarm som gått, och att se en graf över de olika parametrarnas historiska värden eftersom ett momentärt värde inte alltid ger tillräckligt med
information. I vissa situationer kan även viss styrning vara användbar, som att
stänga av och sätta på olika funktioner samt ändra börvärde. Den här rapporten kan användas som utgångspunkt och stöd för framtida utveckling av
smartphoneapplikationer för cellodling.
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1

Background

1.1

About the Report

This report was written by Johanna Hamnström as the consummating master
thesis in the Information Technology Engineering Programme 270c at Uppsala
University. The thesis work has been carried out at General Electric (GE)
Healthcare in Uppsala, Sweden during October 2011-March 2012.

1.2

About GE Healthcare

GE Healthcare is a unit in the General Electric Company, providing medical
technologies and services to customers in both industry and academia. GE
Healthcare has 46 000 employees throughout the world, of which 1700 in Sweden. GE Healthcare in Uppsala is in the Life science branch, and manufactures
products used in the production of biotechnical drugs1 .

1.3

Purpose

This thesis work will investigate what functions a cell cultivator needs in a
smartphone application for monitoring and possibly controlling of a cell cultivation. It also includes investigating how the information and functions needed
should be graphically presented in the app, and if the app should support only
monitoring or also controlling of the bioreactor. Relevant literature will be researched in order to decide which methods and theories to base the investigation
on. In parallel with the investigation of the requirements, I will design app prototypes with focus on usability and evaluate them together with cell cultivators
and usability experts. In parallel with this thesis work there will be another
separate on-going thesis work, which among other things will be responsible for
creating a service that may be used by the app for monitoring and control of a
UNICORN2 controlled bioreactor system. The thesis should investigate how to
build the app for Android OS and iPhone OS, and the app should be built for
one of them.
1.3.1

Limitations

The communication between the UNICORN Instrument Server and the application, including the connection to a database for login and connecting to systems
is not included in this thesis. That part is performed by another master thesis
worker at GE, working in parallel with this thesis work.
The application also has a limited scope with its primary focus on functions for
an already running cell cultivation. Functions primarily needed at the start-up
and end of the cell cultivation running are left out, since physical presence at
1 http://www.gehealthcare.com/sesv/msabout/msabout.html
2 http://www.gelifesciences.com/aptrix/upp01077.nsf/Content/aktadesign_
platform~system_software
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the cultivation is needed at those points, and the use of an app is most valuable
when you can’t be present at the cell cultivation.
The thesis work aims at researching what an app could look like and which functionalities are important to include, but not producing a complete functioning
product.
Due to time limitations, an application will only be developed for one smartphone operating system. The Android OS was chosen for the reasons stated in
chapter 2.2 Android.

1.4

Cell Cultivation

Cell cultivation is the process of cultivating cells in an artificial environment outside of their natural body. This artificial environment can for example be the
WAVE3 bioreactor, where the cells live in a medium and are fed with nutrients.
For the survival and reproduction of the cells, variables such as temperature, pH
value and oxygen are very important. There are also different kinds of feeding
strategies. Every cell line requires different environments and behaves differently. If a variable takes on the wrong value, it can end up with the cells dying
and a lot of work may go to waste. Therefore it is important for the cell cultivators to monitor the cells carefully. The cell cultivators take regular samples
from the cell cultivation, and monitor the cultivation every day. Today at GE,
this monitoring and controlling can only be done in the lab environment.
1.4.1

Cell Cultivation at GE

GE Healthcare develops products for cell cultivation, both the actual cell cultivation instrument and the software for controlling it. As of today the WAVE
bioreactor system can only be controlled and monitored from a screen on a machine beside the cultivation, called a Wavepod4 . It is a built in computer in a
machine connected to the wave, with software that lets the cell cultivator monitor and control the cell cultivation through a touch screen. Striving to be able to
offer new technologies and keep up with the competitors in the market, an idea
of a smartphone application for monitoring and controlling of the cell cultivation system emerged. If the people working with cell cultivation could monitor
the cultivations from a smartphone application, they would always know what
was going on in the cultivation and could even change parameters if necessary,
without having to go to the cultivation. Time is saved and the cultivation can
be monitored more often, thus can problems in the cultivation be discovered
earlier and the risk of the cultivation perishing is decreased.
The cell cultivators at GE mainly work with finding strategies and methods for
cell cultivation with the instrumentation provided by GE, rather than having
the actual cell production as their main goal.
3 http://www.gelifesciences.com/aptrix/upp01077.nsf/Content/wave_bioreactor_
home
4 http://www.gelifesciences.com/aptrix/upp01077.nsf/Content/wave_bioreactor_
home~wave_bioreactor
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1.5

Similar Existing Apps

One of GE’s competitors, Dasgip5 , launched the world’s first iPhone application
for control of a bioreactor system in 20096 . Other competitors have also recently
released apps for control of bioreactors.
Several newspaper articles have been published about apps also being used
for control and monitoring of processes in industry, but although a thorough
search for research publications has been made it seems like there aren’t many
published papers in this area yet (Control Engineering Asia 2010).

5 http://www.dasgip.com/
6 http://www.dasgip.com/iApp_movie/
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2

Technical Platform

2.1

Smartphones

A smartphone is a mobile phone with more computational power and features
than an ordinary mobile phone. The line between the two is blurred, but generally smartphones have connectivity to the internet, can load ordinary web pages,
have touchscreens, camera, media players and can run applications (Wikipedia,
Smartphone, 28 Feb. 2012).
Several newspaper articles and web sites, e.g. Mellgren 2011, witness how smartphones are being used more and more in companies, and the knowledge of how
to handle a smartphone is high valued. Smartphone apps are also being used
more and more frequently for monitoring of processes and other tasks in the
industry.
2.1.1

Statistics

Smartphones vs. Basic Devices As of September 2011 it was reported
that smartphones held 50% of the market share of mobile phones in Europe
(Arthur & Garside, 2011).
Smartphone Vendors As of the third quarter 2011 Samsung, with their
Android smartphones, was the biggest smartphone vendor worldwide, followed
by Nokia and Apple (Ricknäs, 2011).
Smartphone Operating Systems According to Gartner research, Android
held the biggest market share of smartphones sold worldwide in the third quarter
of 2011 with 52%, followed by Symbian and iPhone’s iOS (Gartner 2011). Another study found that Android accounts for between 46 and 61% in all markets
worldwide (Oliver, 2011).

2.2

Android Programming

Android applications are developed in the programming language Java. The
tools needed, including an Android device simulator, can be downloaded for
free from Android’s web page7 . There is also a plugin for the IDE Eclipse.
Android is built on top of a Linux kernel. Each user interface screen in Android
is represented by an activity, and an application is made up of one or (most
often) several activities. Every activity is represented by a class. A mechanism
called Intent is used to describe different actions within the application. For
long-running operations working in the background, a mechanism called Services
are used. Content Providers are a way for sharing of data between applications,
and for sharing between activities Bundles are used. XML8 is used for designing
7 http://www.android.com/
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML
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the user interface, and in that way the user interface and the logic are nicely
separated (Android developers, 2012).

2.3

iPhone Programming

App development for the iPhone is performed in the object-oriented programming language Objective-C, which is an extension of C (Wikipedia, Objective-C,
28 Feb. 2012). The iPhone application development has to be done on a Macintosh computer. Developers should register at the iOS Dev Center9 , where
SDK’s10 and documentation are available. When you want to submit your first
application to the App Store or test your application on a real device, you have
to upgrade your account for an annual fee of 99 US Dollars. A simulator is available for free testing of applications. Whenever an application is sold from the
App Store, Apple takes 30% in commission (iCode Blog, 2011). To create interfaces for iPhone apps, an Interface Builder tool can be used. The programming
framework is called Cocoa (iOS Developer Library, 2010).

2.4

Choice of Operating System

As mentioned earlier, this smartphone application was according to GE’s work
description supposed to be built for Android or iPhone. And as concluded
above, Android is the most popular operating system for smartphones right now.
Furthermore, Android is open source and free, giving everyone the opportunity
to create and spread own applications for the Android OS. In comparison, iOS
takes an annual fee for selling applications at their market. Android also uses
the common programming language Java, while iOS uses their own language
Objective-C. For these reasons; the bigger market share, open technology and
well known language, Android was the choice over iOS for this smartphone
application. The application is tested on Android 2.3 (Gingerbread).

9 https://developer.apple.com/devcenter/ios/index.action
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_development_kit
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3
3.1

Theory
User-Centered System Design

By applying a user-centered system design approach, the system is designed
to support the users in the way they desire to use the product, rather than
changing the users’ behaviour (Wikipedia, User-centered design, 28 Feb. 2012).
There are several definitions on what ”user-centered system design” means, but
generally it is a design process where the users are actively involved in the
whole development process, an iterative design process is used and the focus is
on creating a system that will serve the user. Prototyping should be used to
evaluate design solutions, usability experts should be involved in the project,
there should be explicitly defined design activities for the interface design, and
so on (Gulliksen & Göransson 2002, p.32-37, 101-106).

3.2

Usability

Definition of usability according to ISO-9241-11: ”Usability: the extent to which
a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”. In general
terms, it means how effectively, easily and with how much effort a user can use
the product to achieve their goals (Usability Net, 2006). Usability involves the
functionality of a product as well as the experience of the aesthetics (Gulliksen
& Göransson 2002, p.63). Furthermore, according to Nielsen (1993), a usable
system is easy to learn, easy to remember, few mistakes will be made when using
it and it will be subjectively appealing (Gulliksen & Göransson p.66).

3.3

Interaction Design

Interaction design is the practice of designing interactive products and systems. Interaction design can be defined as an art, rather than a science. It
is ”the art of facilitating interactions between humans through products and
services” according to Saffer (Saffer 2007, p.4). The focus is on satisfying the
need of the users of the product or service. Interaction design involves different
methodologies as goal-oriented design and personas, and is related to disciplines
as human-computer interaction, cognitive psychology and user interface design
(Wikipedia, Interaction design, 28 Feb. 2012).
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4
4.1

Methods
Iterative Design Process

By applying an iterative approach to the design process, problems found in the
user evaluation will be easier to solve. In the iterative design process, there is a
cyclic process of design and evaluation that is repeated several times. At the end
of each cycle, evaluations of the system are performed. This is a good approach,
since however experienced the designer is, the first prototype will probably not
be what the user wants. Instead by using an iterative process, the design will
evolve throughout the process and making changes during the process will be
easy (Gulliksen & Göransson 2002, p.108).

4.2

Prototyping

Prototyping is the process of developing early sketches, used to find requirements
and explore different designs and solutions. Prototyping is an approach suitable
for the iterative design process. Prototypes developed early on in the process will
lead to problems being found earlier, and give a common basis for the discussion
of how to improve the design. Prototypes can be made as paper sketches,
and several prototypes can be made in parallel. There are different kinds of
prototyping, as ”Rapid prototyping” where the prototype is thrown away after
evaluation, ”Incremental prototyping” where the system is built incrementally
or ”Evolutionary prototyping” where a compromise between product and the
prototype is used, and the system is developed throughout the whole developing
process (Gulliksen & Göransson 2002, p. 34, 242-244)(Preece, Rogers & Sharp
2002, p.240).

4.3

Expert Interviews

In an expert interview, an expert in usability and user interface design examines
the proposed system to find usability problems. An expert interview is easy
to perform, but, on the other hand, will not give the full information needed
(Gulliksen & Göransson p.257-258).

4.4

User Interviews

User interviews are a way for the designer to ask the users about their work and
what they need, and how they perceive and use the existing systems. User interviews can have different rates of structure and can be performed face-to-face
or through other media as telephone or a form. The observational interview is
an evaluation method performed in a real user environment, where the users
are interviewed while performing their work. The users are chosen from different user groups, giving a varied mix of representative users. Since the users
are interviewed in their working environment, they will be reminded of problems they encounter during work and will more easily be able to explain how
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they perform their work than if the interview was performed in another environment. The observational interview is the interview type with the greatest
connection to reality since the users are in their normal working environment
and preferably even are performing their work during the interview (Saffer 2007,
p.79)(Gulliksen & Göransson 2002, p.258-259).

4.5

User Testing

User testing means letting the intended users test the product. It is beneficial to
perform the user testing in the user’s own environment rather than in a testing
lab. The designer should talk to the user during the testing, take notes about
patterns, and should not be defensive about their design but rather understand
that a design seldom is perfect the first time and that testing is a good opportunity to find flaws and misconceptions and to improve the design (Saffer 2007,
p.117-119).
4.5.1

Scenario-Based Evaluation

Scenarios are stories describing examples of how to use the system. In scenariobased evaluation, the user gets tasks (scenarios) to perform on the system.
The users are observed while performing the tasks and are asked questions
about how they perceive the system. By using scenarios in the evaluation,
the user is observed while performing tasks similar to the tasks intended to be
performed on the system in real life, and therefore it is possible to evaluate
the system according to how the user perceives the system in solving the tasks
in the scenario (Saffer 2007, p.101-102)(Gulliksen & Göransson 2002, p.233,
259-260).

4.6

Use Cases

Use cases are descriptions of the system’s intended behaviour, and can describe
the interaction with the system both from a user perspective and from a system
perspective. Use cases involve actors, which can be systems or users, and describe the actions performed by the actors in certain situations. The interaction
in a use case can be between different systems, or between systems and human
actors (users). Use cases can be used to gather requirements, and to act as a
contract of the system’s intended behaviour and functionality. There has been
a change of focus from the users to the system behaviour, and today there is no
specific user focus in the practice of use cases (Gulliksen & Göransson 2002, p.
203-205)(Saffer 2007, p.107)(Preece, Rogers & Sharp 2002, p.226).

4.7

User Analysis

The user analysis is performed in order to understand who the users of the
system in question are, and what characteristics these users have. Users are ordered into different categories, and their characteristics are investigated. These
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characteristics may include experience, education, computer skills, age, the environment they will use the system in, how often they will use the system etc.
This information can be obtained from for example questionnaires, interviews
or observations of the users. The user analysis can be used when specifying the
requirements for the system, or for creating design recommendations. By being
aware of who the end users are and how they will use the system, the system
can be optimized for the user’s needs and conditions (Gulliksen & Göransson
2002, p.219-222).

4.8

Task Analysis

The task analysis is performed in order to answer the questions of what tasks
the users perform, and how they perform them. By performing a thorough task
analysis, unnecessary functions will not be implemented and the complexity of
the system may be reduced (Gulliksen & Göransson 2002, p. 222-224).
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5

Implementation

In the implementation phase, the theory and methods presented in the previous
chapters was used.

5.1

Planning and Research

The first four weeks of the thesis work consisted of a start-up and research phase,
where Android programming, the bio reactor control system and methods for
the design process were researched.

5.2

Iterative Design Process

An iterative design process was chosen, in order to be able to make a lot of
changes during the design process, and get a lot of feedback from users and
usability experts during the process. Evolutionary prototyping was used, to let
the app be built gradually and try different design options in search for the most
suitable one. The iterative design process was divided into three iterations, each
including a meeting with cell cultivators or usability experts where the design
prototypes were evaluated.
A user group consisting of six cell cultivators from within GE Healthcare in
Uppsala was created. The cell cultivators were different in gender and age, with
varying amount of experience, from newly graduated to over 10 years working
experience with cell cultivation. They also worked with different kinds of cells,
and had different needs, priorities and working habits.
Since it is important to understand the users and how they work, the design
process was started off by interviewing the users about their work in their own
working environment.
5.2.1

Iteration 1

Cell cultivators from within GE Healthcare in Uppsala was interviewed, since
it was not an option to get to meet GE’s customers. The cell cultivators from
within GE performed their work in a similar way as in industry and academia
and their needs should be similar. The interviews with the cell cultivators took
place in their labs, in order to let the environment help them in explaining their
work and recalling how they perform their tasks.
In order to get an understanding of how the cell cultivators worked and also
how they could use a smartphone application to support their work, interviews
were held with five of the cell cultivators in their working environment in the
laboratories. The sixth cell cultivator held a presentation of cell cultivation
and a demonstration in the lab. After meeting all of the cell cultivators, a
prototype of an application design was created, which was shown to the user
group in a group meeting. The cell cultivators gave feedback on unnecessary
functions, functions they missed, and how the design could be improved. The
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prototype was created as an Android application, and not on paper, in order to
help the users understand what an application could look like and how it would
function.
Summary of the interview results From the interviews a lot was learnt
about how the cell cultivators work and what kinds of needs they have. The cell
cultivators have shown various needs and interest in a smartphone application.
Most of them said they would find it very useful to be able to monitor the
bio reactor from home during the weekend, for example. If it were possible to
monitor the bio reactor from home, an unnecessary visit to the company during
the weekend to checking the cell cultivation could be avoided. Some of the cell
cultivators also showed interest in being able to control the bioreactor from the
app, but this came with some scepticism for most of them since the common
protocol for many of them today is to always take a cell sample before altering
any values. This does though not seem to be necessary in every case, but it is
a common practice since today you are always in the lab when you monitor the
cells. The reason for taking samples before altering anything is that it can be
risky to take action without knowing the cause for sure. A case when altering
values could be used is when you follow a scheme and a certain action is needed
at a certain time, a time that not necessary is during office hours.
Several cell cultivators indicated that the history graph is very useful and would
be good to have in the app. The parameters alone only show a momentarily value while the graph will show how the values have fluctuated and if the
momentarily value is only a temporarily shift or if it is a part of a long going
change. It should also be possible to see any elevated alarms in the app.
When asked about any worries about the smartphone app, the aspect of response
time came up. One of the cell cultivators had been able to control the cultivation
from home at a previous company. However, the response time was so long it
was hard to know if your changes had taken action or not and it didn’t feel
safe to use the program. Another problem with the application is safety, if the
wrong person were to log in to the system and alters values it could destroy the
cells. An additional concern is that by being able to monitor and/or control the
cell cultivation at any time, the cell cultivator could be stressed and take work
home in a greater rate than today.
Important design decisions When designing the user interface, several aspects had to be taken into consideration. The purpose of the smartphone app
was to complement the already existing computer support, and should therefore
take on a similar ”look-and-feel” as the other products used by the cell cultivator. Functions such as ”sampling” that always are followed by taking a physical
sample from the cell cultivation are unnecessary to include in the app functions.
While trying to achieve a similar user interface as the computer program, the
smartphone has a much smaller screen than a computer’s and thus the display
of information has to be planned a bit differently. The user interface has to
be a compromise between planning the information according to the smaller
screen, and giving the user resemblance of the computer program they already
know.
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From what was learnt during the interviews with the users, they requested
a process picture where all the relevant values where available, especially the
most important ones (temperature, pH value, DO (dissolved oxygen)11 value).
Therefore an overview picture with the values shown on the same screen was
designed. The history chart is also included in another tab since the users said
it was very important to get historic information, and alarms are listed in a
third tab. Monitoring is more important than control, so most of the control
settings are in popup screens instead of on the main screen.
User requests that were not implemented One user requested the possibility to watch the cultivation in the phone from a webcam, but this request
was left out since it requires setting up web cams and this app was supposed
to be a more basic prototype. The feature of getting an alarm when there is a
power outage was requested by another user, but this was also left out since it
is not a basic feature.
Summary of the first user group meeting In the user group meeting all
the cell cultivators that were previously interviewed where gathered together to
discuss the smartphone app prototype. The users could look at and try out the
prototype on a real smartphone, and got a feeling of how an app could look like.
A lot of topics were discussed, and a lot of relevant feedback was given.
The users approved of the design with three tabs; overview, alarms and chart.
For the overview, the users preferred a design were the most important values
(temperature, pH, DO, rocking) are visible at first and additional values (CO2,
acid, base, O2, air, feed, harvest) can be chosen to be shown or to be invisible. The popup windows with additional information and possibility to change
values should be separated for each parameter and not joined as in the first
prototype. They also pointed out some parameters (rocking angle, pH control
mode, temperature control mode and weight) that were missing, and some that
were unnecessary in the app (N2). The feed and harvest buttons were not very
important, so they should be made smaller and grouped under Media. The users
pointed out that they wanted a fast overview, where they could see if everything
was green (okay) or if there were something red (problem).
The alarm tab was also discussed. The users pointed out that an ”acknowledge”button for the alarms was missing, and a discussion of the different kinds of
alarms, alerts and warnings that should/shouldn’t be included arose. The
alarms for values outside the approved range were necessary to include, and
maybe also other warnings like hardware problems. The users asked to get notifications on the smartphone in the event of an alarm. It should be possible to
turn the alarm notifications on and off.
The chart tab was still a blank page at the user meeting, but the users had a lot
of requirements for it. The most important values to show in it are temperature,
pH, DO and for some of the cultivators also CO2. The option to be able to
choose exactly which curves to show in the graph was discussed, since all of the
curves at the same time probably would be too much information to take in on
11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen_saturation
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a smartphone screen. The timespan for the curve needed to be at the very least
12 hours, but preferably covering a whole weekend, 60 hours. The possibility to
manually choose the timespan and to be able to zoom in and out in the chart
was requested.
The question of whether the app should support controlling or only monitoring
was discussed, and the cell cultivators agreed that monitoring was the most important feature but that controlling could be used in some situations and also
that some of GE’s customers may find controlling very useful. However, it was
important to ensure no changes were made to the cultivation by mistake. A
popup message ”Are you sure you want to change this?” could be used, but it
is important that it will not make it troublesome for the users to use the app.
This could be a function that could be turned on and off. The ”view mode”
(only allowing monitoring, no controlling) should also always be default at login. There should also be an automatic logout from ”control mode” (allowing
control of the system) after a certain time.

Pictures of the prototypes shown in the meeting
Figure 1: First prototype: Overview tab. The most important values are big
buttons and the less important are smaller and placed according to relation
under the bigger ones.
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Figure 2: First prototype: Settings popup. All of the related parameters are
grouped together in one popup.
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Figure 3: First prototype: Alarms tab. A list of elevated alarms, with time and
description
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User analysis The users of this app are cell cultivators with varying work
experience. They may be newly graduated or have many years of experience of
cell cultivation. Their ages are 18-65 and their knowledge of using smartphones
may range from very low to advanced. The users may be using this app at a
company or in the academic field. All of the users will use the app as a complement to the computer software for cell cultivation monitoring and controlling
provided by GE Healthcare. They may use the app at work or when away from
work.
Task analysis The users will use the app to in first hand monitor the cell
cultivation when they are not in the lab, for example when they are working
in their office or at home. In second hand they may also alter parameters and
controls when not in the lab. They want to monitor the system several times
each day, and at least once a day they go to the lab and take samples.
5.2.2

Iteration 2

After the first group meeting with the cell cultivators, the results from the
meeting were documented and the prototype application was changed according
to the feedback. In the end of iteration 2 a meeting was held with two usability
experts and one cell cultivator to discuss the prototype.
Important design decisions Since the users had requested an overview of
the most important parameters, the less important parameters where hidden
until a "More"-button is pressed. In that way, the users see the most important
parameters at start-up, and can choose to monitor the less important parameters
by their own choice.
The cell cultivators want to quickly get to know if everything is okay in the
system, and they are used to the use of colours from the existing computer
program. Therefore the parameter buttons have green border when the control
in question is on, no border when it is off and red border if there is an alarm
related to the parameter. If a hidden parameter has elevated an alarm, a red
exclamation mark will show up next to the "more"-button relating to the parameter in question. To show the state of the system as a whole, a red or green
circle will be visible next to the system name on every tab, being green if there
are no alarms in the system, red if there are alarms elevated and white if the
system is not running. This use of red and green is similar to the colouring in
the computer program.
The parameters are grouped together according to relation; related parameters are put together under the main parameters. The main parameters are
sorted according to priority with the most important parameter in the top: 1.
Temperature, 2. pH, 3. DO, 4. Rocking, 5. Media.
User requests that were not implemented One cell cultivator requested
the feature to let the user be able to customize the user interface them selves,
this was left out since it was too advanced for this prototype.
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Summary of the meeting with the usability experts and a cell cultivator In the second iteration of the iterative design process a meeting was held
with two usability experts and a cell cultivator to discuss the app prototype that
was currently being developed. The usability experts gave input on usability
issues, and the cell cultivator gave feedback on how the cell cultivators would
use the app in their work.
The usability experts emphasized the importance of using the Android framework to produce an app that was "smart" - in other words an app optimized
for being a smartphone app and not being too much inspired by the computer
program. It is important to use the possibilities provided by Android to create
an app that works similarly to other apps on the market. They also thought it
was important to make the app look more interesting, and also to include GE’s
logotype and the product name in a header and a splash screen at start-up.
They specifically pointed out that the two screens in the beginning (login user
and connect to system) could be merged to one screen in order to reduce the
steps needed to take by the user at start-up. They also suggested a possibility to connect to several systems at the same time, and switch between them
at runtime with a swipe. Another suggestion was to show different information depending on if the phone is in landscape mode or portrait mode. The
more/less-buttons should be replaced by icons, and icons should be placed on
the tabs. The usability experts encouraged the use of icons as much as possible instead of text. They also said that it is okay to have a lot of information
available further down on the screen, scrolling is not a problem for the users of
today and faster than clicking on buttons to show information. (A remark is
that the cell cultivators requested the quite opposite, they rather had limited
information on one screen and that more was shown after request e.g. click
a button. Probably the usability experts have more knowledge in what users
generally want but the cell cultivators know what they need in their work, so
both sides should be taken into consideration). Another important aspect is to
let the users know that their actions have taken place in the cultivation, giving
feedback.
The cell cultivator pointed out that the air button should be removed since it is
only needed at start-up of the cell cultivation running. A gas flow button should
instead be included, and the O2 and CO2 buttons should be placed under it
since they rely on the gas flow. The Media button should be replaced by a
button displaying the media control type (Perfusion, Fed-Batch, and Batch)
and instead Weight should be a button underneath it. In the feed and harvest
settings, pump speed should be replaced by flow rate.
The usability experts also pointed out design flaws such as size of text, positioning of buttons and colour of lines. The buttons ordered underneath a bigger
button should be clearly positioned together with that button. The lines between the button groups are unnecessary since there is enough space to separate
the buttons without the lines. Possibly the lines could remain but in a more
subtle size and colour. When an under menu is expanded under a button, the
screen should change its focus to the buttons expanded.
We discussed the alarm page and the alarm messages. The alarm message should
be short and concise, and the time and date (though not year and second) are
important information for the cell cultivator, but it could possibly be shown in
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the popup screen since time and date take so much space on the screen in the
current version.
Since no more work had been done on the chart tab, there was not much discussion about it except for the cell cultivator again pointing out that the chart
is very important in the app.

Pictures of the prototype shown in the meeting
Figure 4: Second prototype: Overview tab. The less important buttons are
hidden. The red circle at the top indicates that an alarm has been elevated
somewhere, and the exclamation mark to the right of the pH "More"-button
indicates an activated alarm in one of the hidden parameters. The parameters
are ordered according to importance.
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Figure 5: Second prototype: Expanded overview tab. The "More"-button has
been pressed and the less important values are shown. The red border around
CO2 indicates an activated alarm related to CO2.
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Figure 6: Second prototype: Settings popup. The green border around "Reading On" tells the pH reading is on.
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Figure 7: Second prototype: Alarms tab. Two design alternatives are shown,
one with the description and acknowledge-button shown in the list and one with
a "Details"-button showing details on request.
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Figure 8: Second prototype: Alarms popup. The details shown in a popup,
with possibility to acknowledge this alarm.
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5.2.3

Iteration 3

After the meeting with the usability expert and the cell cultivator, the meeting
was documented and the prototype was changed according to their feedback.
At the end of iteration 3 a meeting was held with the user group, where the
prototype was discussed.
Important design decisions According to the feedback from the usability experts and the cell cultivator, "Air" was removed and "Gas Control" was
added. Both the media control button and the weight button are then unclickable since there are no relevant additional settings to make there. The media
button was also changed from showing the weight to showing the media control
type, the weight is now visible in an expandable view under the media control
button. Since the usability experts advised the use of icons instead of text, the
"More/Less"-button was replaced with an arrow pointing up or down depending
on if the view is expanded or not.
There was a discussion about whether to use scrolling or buttons to show more
information, and the general guideline is that the optimal case is to have all
the information available on one screen without requiring pushing buttons or
scrolling down. But a lot of information on the same screen will require smaller
buttons in order to fit, and that can be a problem for the users. Therefore there
has to be a balance between using buttons to show information needed very
seldom, and using scrolling where the less important values are further down
on the screen and the most important values are available without scrolling. As
stated above, there was a conflict between the opinions from the users and the
usability experts of how to solve this, but my judgement was that the current
solution was the most suitable for this case.
In addition to the feedback from the usability meeting, the "control" button
was also removed from the overview screen, since most of the users will not be
interested in controlling the system and therefore these control buttons should
instead only be on the popup screen. It is still possible to see if the control
is on or off from the overview and now there are no chance that the user will
accidentally turn the control off/on from the overview screen.
Usability expert requests that were not implemented The goal was
to take as much as possible of the feedback into consideration when designing
the app. But since the time schedule was limited, some of the more advanced
requests are left out and instead a basic example is built. Requests that therefore
are left out are the possibility to connect to several systems in parallel, and to
show different information in portrait/landscape-mode.
The usability experts also requested a splash screen showing the GE logotype
and the product name, and to also show logotype and product name in a header
in the app. Since these features only are related to the release of an official
product, they are left out from the prototype.
The usability experts thought there were too many steps in the start-up of the
application, since the user first logs in and then is taken to the next screen
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where the system to connect to is chosen. They thought a more user-friendly
approach would be to have all of these steps on the same page. But since the
implementation of the communication is done in a way where the systems are
found after user login and only the systems that the user has access to are
shown, a design with two separated screens is more logical.
Summary of the meeting with the cell cultivators At the end of the
third iteration again a meeting was held with the cell cultivator group and the
application was discussed. Their feedback was mainly positive this time, they
liked the simple design and most of the parameters and functions included were
relevant and correct.
When asked about the Chart-tab, they said that it was enough to show only
one graph at a time, like it is right now, but the zooming is not currently not
working perfectly. It has to be possible to zoom in and after zooming in sliding
to the sides to watch the zoomed in curve at different times. This is a bit
troublesome right now.
They did though have some suggestions regarding adding a ”set point” field also
for the rocking speed and angle, since a set point is set for those in the same
manner as for the other parameters. They also requested an indication of which
interval an inserted value should lie within.
Other than that, the cell cultivators mainly had comments on some small details
and mistakes.
Important design decisions A field with the approved interval was added
under each edit box for new setpoints and values, so the user knows what kind
of values are okay to insert. If a value outside the range is inserted, the user
gets an alert.
An issue that is not needed to change right now, but that should be taken into
consideration, is that some buttons show the state the system is in right now
(toggle buttons), but some buttons show the state you will be in if you press it.
This can be confusing and the different kinds of buttons should be used with
consideration and in a way that corresponds to the use of similar buttons in the
computer program, so the user recognizes how to use them.
The users also pointed out that when an alarm gets ”acknowledged” it should
immediately disappear from the alarm list. This feature is not implemented yet
but when it is it should be in this way. The possibility to scroll in the login
and system connect windows was added, in order to enable use in landscape
mode.
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Pictures of the prototype shown in the meeting
Figure 9: Third prototype: Overview tab. The "More"-buttons are replaced by
icons. The control buttons are removed.
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Figure 10: Third prototype: Expanded overview tab

Figure 11: Third prototype: Settings popup
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Figure 12: Third prototype: Alarms tab

Figure 13: Third prototype: Alarms popup
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Figure 14: Third prototype: Chart tab
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5.3

Implementation of Functions

When the third iteration had ended and the requests from the users in the last
meeting were implemented, the phase with focus on the communication between
the application and the instrument server started. Another master thesis worker
was working on a web service to handle the communication, and his work was
implemented in the application to make the communication work.

5.4

User Testing

The user testing was supposed to be the final testing of the application performed by cell cultivators, but due to delays in the progress of the communication implementation, this activity was left out. The testing would have
been carried out in a test lab, where the users got scenarios to perform on the
smartphone application.
5.4.1

Scenarios

These are the scenarios that were planned to be a part of the user testing. The
user would have the scenario in text and/or explained orally and then would
be observed while performing them on the application. The scenarios explain
examples of typical use of the application.
• The user wants to log in to the system to check the values of the parameters
and in particular check if there are any alarms elevated. Furthermore she
wants to check how the values for pH and temperature have fluctuated
during the last 4 hours.
• The user wants to log in to the system to check if any alarms are elevated.
If they are, the user wants to check every one of them and acknowledge
the ones appropriate.
• The user wants to log in to the system to change the temperature setpoint,
since she realised she accidentally inserted the wrong setpoint earlier. The
new temperature setpoint is 37,1.
• The user wants to log in to the system to change the rocking angle. Before
changing it, she wants to disable the confirmation messages occurring
when trying to make changes to the system.

5.5

Use Cases

Actors: User, system
Log in to a system
1. User clicks application icon on the screen.
2. System starts the application and shows the login screen.
3. User enters predefined username and password and clicks "Next".
4. If username and password are correct, system shows the system connect
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screen where the systems the user has accessed to are listed.
5. User chooses one of the systems to connect to and clicks "Connect".
6. System shows the system overview.
Alternatives:
4. If username or password is incorrect, system asks the user to enter username
and password again.
(Continue on 3 in first step list)
6. If connection to the system can’t be established, system asks the user to
try again.
(Continue on 5 in first step list)
Change pH setpoint
1. Login procedure is performed and system shows the system overview.
2. User clicks the ”pH”-button.
3. System opens the popup window with the pH settings.
4. User clicks the ”New setpoint” edit box .
5. System shows the keyboard.
6. User enters a new setpoint and clicks ”Done”.
7. System removes keyboard.
8. User clicks ”Apply”.
9. System sends the new setpoint to the web service and a progress bar is showing the progress until the new setpoint is received.
10. System prints the new setpoint on the screen when the sending is complete.
Alternatives:
10. If the value could not be received by the web service, system shows a message ”Sent value could not be received. Please try again”.
(Continue on 8 in first step list)
9. If the user has requested confirmation messages when trying to control the
system, the system shows a popup asking ”Do you want to change the pH setpoint?”
10. User clicks ”Yes”.
(Continue on 9 in first step list).
Alternatives:
10. User clicks ”No”.
(Continue on 4 in first step list).
Change setpoint for temperature, acid pump speed, base pump speed,
DO, rocking speed, rocking angle, gas flow, CO2, O2, feed flow rate,
or harvest flow rate
Follow the same procedure as for ”Change pH setpoint”, but replace all occurrences of ”pH” with the value you want to change the setpoint for.
Looking up which value CO2 had 3 hours ago
1. User performs login procedure, system shows system overview screen.
2. User clicks on the tab ”Chart”.
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3. System shows the Chart-screen.
4. User clicks on the button next to ”Show value: Temperature”.
5. System shows the popup window with available parameters to show in the
graph
6. User clicks on ”CO2”.
7. System closes the popup window and shows the CO2-graph.
8. User zooms in to the value three hours ago by using fingers, and observes the
value from the graph.
Alternatives:
8. If the cultivation has been running less than three hours, there will be no
value to observe three hours ago. The same if the CO2 control has not been on
for three hours.
Looking up which value temperature, pH, DO, O2, gas flow, or weight
had X hours ago
Follow the same procedure as for ”Looking up which value CO2 had 3 hours
ago” but replace all occurrences of ”CO2” with the value you want to look up,
and replace ”3 hours” with the time you want to observe.
Checking if there are any problems in the system
1. User performs login procedure, system shows system overview screen.
2. User checks if the circle next to the system name is green (no alarm) or red
(alarm). If it is red, there is an alarm that is set off somewhere.
3. User clicks the ”Alarms” tab.
4. System shows the Alarm tab. The alarms set off are visible in a list.
Alternatives:
3. If it is green, no alarm is elevated right now.
Acknowledge an alarm
1. User performs login procedure, system shows system overview screen.
2. User clicks the ”Alarms” tab.
3. System shows the ”Alarms” tab.
4. User clicks on the arrow icon next to the alarm she wants to acknowledge.
5. System shows a popup screen with a detailed description of the alarm and
an acknowledge button.
6. User clicks the acknowledge button.
7. System sends the request to the web service and a progress bar is showing
the progress until the new request is received.
8. User clicks the back arrow on the phone.
9. System closes the popup window.
10. The acknowledged alarm is removed from the alarm list.
Alternatives:
8. If the acknowledge could not be received by the web service, system shows a
message ”Sent value could not be received. Please try again”.
(Continue on 6 in first step list)
7. If the user has requested confirmation messages when trying to control the
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system, the system shows a popup asking ”Do you want to acknowledge this
alarm?”
8. User clicks ”Yes”.
(Continue on 7 in first step list).
Alternatives:
8. User clicks ”No”.
(Continue on 6 in first step list).
Turn off the harvest pump
1. User performs login procedure, system shows system overview screen.
2. User scrolls down to the media control button and click the arrow button
next to it.
3. System shows the buttons under the media control button.
4. User clicks on the ”Harvest” button.
5. System shows a popup window with the harvest settings.
6. User clicks on the toggle button saying ”Pump on”.
7. System sends the request to the web service and a progress bar is showing
the progress until the new request is received.
8. System toggles the button when the sending is complete.
Alternatives:
6. If the pump is already off: Done.
8. If the request could not be received by the web service, system shows a
message ”Sent request could not be received. Please try again”.
(Continue on 6 in first step list)
7. If the user has requested confirmation messages when trying to control the
system, the system shows a popup asking ”Do you want to turn off the harvest
pump?”.
8. User clicks ”Yes”.
(Continue on 7 in first step list).
Alternatives:
8. User clicks ”No”.
(Continue on 6 in first step list).
Turn off the feed pump
Follow the same procedure as ”Turn off the harvest pump” but replace every
occurrence of ”harvest” with ”feed”.
Turn off the temperature control, pH control, pH reading, DO control, DO reading, rocking, or gas flow
Follow the same procedure as ”Turn off the harvest pump” but skip step 2 and
3, and replace every occurrence of ”harvest pump” with the function you want
to turn off (e.g. ”pH control”), and ”harvest” with the parameter related to that
function (e.g. ”pH”).
Turn off the acid or base pump
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Follow the same procedure as ”Turn off the harvest pump” but replace every
occurrence of ”media control button” with ”pH button”, ”harvest pump” with
the function you want to turn off (e.g. ”acid pump”), and ”harvest” with the
parameter related to that function (e.g. ”acid”).
Turn off the CO2 or O2 flow
Follow the same procedure as ”Turn off the harvest pump” but replace every
occurrence of ”media control button” with ”Gas button”, ”harvest pump” with
the function you want to turn off (e.g. ”CO2 flow”), and ”harvest” with the
parameter related to that function (e.g. ”CO2”).
Turn on the harvest pump
1. User performs login procedure, system shows system overview screen.
2. User scrolls down to the media control button and click the arrow button
next to it.
3. System shows the buttons under the media control button.
4. User clicks the ”Harvest” button.
5. System shows a popup window with the harvest settings.
6. User clicks on the toggle button saying ”Pump off”.
7. System sends the request to the web service and a progress bar is showing
the progress until the new request is received.
8. System toggles the button when the sending is complete.
Alternatives:
6. If the pump is already on: Done.
8. If the request could not be received by the web service, system shows a
message ”Sent request could not be received. Please try again”.
(Continue on 6 in first step list)
7. If the user has requested confirmation messages when trying to control the
system, the system shows a popup asking ”Do you want to turn on the harvest
pump?”.
8. User clicks ”Yes”.
(Continue on 7 in first step list).
Alternatives:
8. User clicks ”No”.
(Continue on 6 in first step list).
Turn on the feed pump
Follow the same procedure as ”Turn on the harvest pump” but replace every
occurrence of ”harvest” with ”feed”.
Turn on the temperature control, pH control, pH reading, DO control, DO reading, rocking, or gas flow
Follow the same procedure as ”Turn on the harvest pump” but skip step 2 and
3, and replace every occurrence of ”harvest pump” with the function you want
to turn on (e.g. ”pH control”), and ”harvest” with the parameter related to that
function (e.g. ”pH”).
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Turn on the acid or base pump
Follow the same procedure as ”Turn on the harvest pump” but replace every
occurrence of ”media control button” with ”pH button”, ”harvest pump” with
the function you want to turn on (e.g. ”acid pump”), and ”harvest” with the
parameter related to that function (e.g. ”acid”).
Turn on the CO2 or O2 flow
Follow the same procedure as ”Turn on the harvest pump” but replace every
occurrence of ”media control button” with ”Gas button”, ”harvest pump” with
the function you want to turn on (e.g. ”CO2 flow”), and ”harvest” with the
parameter related to that function (e.g. ”CO2”).
Change the DO control mode
1. User performs login procedure, system shows system overview screen.
2. User clicks ”DO”.
3. System shows a popup window with the DO settings.
4. User clicks the spinner to the right of ”DO Control Mode: ”.
5. System shows a list of available control modes.
6. User clicks the preferred control mode.
7. System sends the request to the web service and a progress bar is showing
the progress until the new request is received.
8. System shows the new control mode on the spinner to the right of ”DO Control Mode: ”
Alternatives:
8. If the request could not be received by the web service, system shows a message ”Sent request could not be received. Please try again”.
(Continue on 4 in first step list)
7. If the user has requested confirmation messages when trying to control the
system, the system shows a popup asking ”Do you want to change the DO control mode?”
8. User clicks ”Yes”.
(Continue on 7 in first step list).
Alternatives:
8. User clicks ”No”.
(Continue on 4 in first step list).
Change the pH control mode
Follow the same procedure as for ”Change the DO control mode” but replace
every occurrence of ”DO” with ”pH”.
Change the server address
1. User clicks application icon on the screen.
2. System starts the application and shows the login screen.
3. User clicks built-in button "Menu".
4. System shows menu item "Settings".
5. User clicks "Settings".
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6. System shows the Preferences screen.
7. User clicks "Server address".
8. System shows the input field for the server address.
9. User insert the new server address.
10. User clicks "OK".
Alternatives:
10. User clicks "Cancel".
(Continue on 5 in first step list).
Turn on the confirmation messages
1. User clicks application icon on the screen.
2. System starts the application and shows the login screen.
3. User clicks built-in button "Menu".
4. System shows menu item "Settings".
5. User clicks "Settings".
6. System shows the Preferences screen.
7. User checks the checkbox next to "Confirmation messages".
Alternatives:
7. If the box is already checked: Done.
Turn off the confirmation messages
1. User clicks application icon on the screen.
2. System starts the application and shows the login screen.
3. User clicks built-in button "Menu".
4. System shows menu item "Settings".
5. User clicks "Settings".
6. System shows the Preferences screen.
7. User unchecks the checkbox next to "Confirmation messages".
Alternatives:
7. If the box is already unchecked: Done.
Turn on the alarm notifications
Follow the same procedure as for "Turn on the confirmation messages" but replace every occurrence of "confirmation messages" with "alarm notifications".
Turn off the alarm notifications
Follow the same procedure as for "Turn off the confirmation messages" but replace every occurrence of "confirmation messages" with "alarm notifications".
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6
6.1
6.1.1

Results
Final Design
Pictures of the Final Design

Figure 15: Final design: Login
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Figure 16: Final design: System connect

Figure 17: Final design: Overview tab
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Figure 18: Final design: Expanded overview tab
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Figure 19: Final design: Settings popup. The allowed interval is added under
"New setpoint".
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Figure 20: Final design: Alarms tab

Figure 21: Final design: Alarms popup
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Figure 22: Final design: Chart tab

Figure 23: Final design: Chart popup
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Figure 24: Final design: Preferences
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6.1.2

Basic Description of the Final Application

When the user opens the application, a login screen appears and the user logs in
with a predefined user name and password. It will not be possible to create new
users or change passwords in the application; this is done through the computer
program. If the login is successful, a list of the available systems which the
user has access to appears in a new screen. The connection between users and
systems accessible by the user is also predefined and no new systems can be
created in the application. When the user has chosen a system and established
a connection to it, the overview of the system is shown and the alarm and chart
tabs are also available. Users always gets logged in in ”view mode” from the
smartphone app, and if they try to send a change to the system, they go into
”control mode” only for the time needed to send the change to the system. If
another user is logged in to the same system in control mode, it is not possible
for someone else to make changes at the same time. But it is possible for several
users to be connected to the system in view mode at the same time.
When the user tries to make a change in the system, for example changing the
pH setpoint, a confirmation message asking the user to confirm the change pops
up. This feature can be turned on and off in the application settings, since
different users may want to make changes more or less frequently and therefor
will find this feature more or less helpful/annoying. The setting is not personal
for each user but for each device.
The parameters that are interesting to monitor or control in the app and therefor are included are: temperature, temperature setpoint, temperature control
on/off, pH, pH setpoint, pH control mode, pH control on/off, pH reading on/off,
DO, DO setpoint, DO control mode, DO control on/off, DO reading on/off, rocking speed, rocking speed setpoint, rocking angle, rocking angle setpoint, rocking
on/off, O2, O2 setpoint, O2 flow on/off, CO2, CO2 setpoint, CO2 on/off, gas
flow, gas flow setpoint, gas flow on/off, acid, acid pump speed, acid pump on/off,
base, base pump speed, base pump on/off, media control type, weight, feed, feed
flow rate, feed pump on/off, harvest, harvest flow rate, harvest pump on/off.
Added to that are the alarms list, and the history chart.
Every parameter has a border showing green if the control is on, white if the
control is off and red if there is an elevated alarm related to it. In the same
way, the circle beside the system name in the header is green if everything is
okay and the system is running, white if the system is not running and red if
there are elevated alarms in the system. Below the system name is a countdown
showing when the next update of the system will take place, since this happens
with a certain interval.
The alarms are listed in the alarms tab, and it is possible to acknowledge alarms
from there.
In the chart tab it is possible to choose between temperature, pH, DO, O2, CO2,
gas flow and weight to see their history curve to up to 60 hours earlier.
The application has three general preferences, which are
• Server address to connect to. Will probably only be set once for most
users but can be changed whenever.
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• Confirmation messages on/off. Can be changed whenever the user wants
to. ”On” means that the user will get a popup where she has to acknowledge changes before the request is sent to the system.
• Alarm notifications on/off. Can be changed whenever the user wants to.
”On” means that the user will get a notification on the device when the
application is running in the background and an alarm has been elevated
in the connected system.

6.2

Class Diagram

The class diagram shows the class structure of the application.
Figure 25: Class diagram
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Feed popup

Login
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Temperature popup
Chart
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DO popup
Acid popup

Alarms
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Gas popup

Alarms popup

O2 popup
CO2 popup
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7
7.1

Discussion
Evaluation of Results

As the results show, the users have requested a simplified version of their current
computer support. The monitoring is most interesting, but in some situations
also controlling can be necessary. The results have been reached through interviews and meetings with cell cultivators and usability experts, and through
research in the area of cell cultivation and the current computer support. The
result seems realistic and useful according to my knowledge, and it will be a
good base for further research in this area.

7.2

Evaluation of My Work

I think the task has been solved in a good way, and with successful methods.
The choice to work in an iterative design process showed to be very useful in
this kind of work, where I iteratively developed a prototype in cooperation with
end-users and usability experts.
I have been able to keep to the time plan, except for the last weeks were problems
in the communications implementation made it impossible to implement all the
planned functions and to perform the user testing when I had planned it.
It has been very beneficial that all of the cell cultivators in the study have been so
interested in the app, and have gladly given time to participate in interviews and
meetings. It would of course have been very interesting to also meet customers
outside GE, but I think the results still are valid although I only used in-house
users.

7.3

Effects of No Real End-Users in the Investigation

As mentioned earlier in the report, the cell cultivators in this study are mainly
working with finding methods for using the instrumentation developed by GE,
rather than cultivating cells sold for drug production. Since the working procedures may differ between different fields of cell cultivation and different work
places, it is possible that that the created app is not optimal for every existing
customer. But most probably the app is still a very good solution for most customers, since the cell cultivators participating in this study have been working
in different fields, some of them have experience from working in other companies and academia, and the app has been discussed in terms of developing
an app suitable for GE’s customers. Therefor was controlling from the app included in the recommended functions, since it is possible that controlling may
be more useful for cell cultivators at cell production companies than it is to the
cell cultivators at GE.
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8

Future Work

When I ended my thesis work, all of the communication parts implemented by
the other thesis worker were still not working. Therefor are some descriptions
of how the app works theoretical, i.e. I haven’t been able to implement them
to their full extent since the communication isn’t working. That is everything
involving sending data, and receiving alarms and curve data, and also receiving
the state of the system.
What has been built now is an application with the most basic and important
functionalities, so if this work was to be continued the more advanced features
requested by the users and the usability experts that were left out could be
included in a more advanced application. These requests were web-cam monitoring over cell cultivation, an alarm when there is a power outage, manually
being able to modify the user interface, showing different functions depending
on if the phone is in landscape or portrait mode, connecting to several systems
at the same time, adding the GE logotype and a splash screen at start-up.
When the application is running in the background and an alarm goes off in the
connected system, a notification should appear to the user. This feature should
be able to be turned on and off manually in the application settings.
When a change is made to the system, the user should get some kind of confirmation that the changes has gone through to the system, to show the system is
”alive”. This could be implemented as a short popup-message (”toast message”)
saying that the change is received by the system.
The parameters that are not in use in the system should be greyed out and
disabled. For example if no acid pump is in use, it should not be possible to set
a set point for the acid pump speed.
Android devices are built to be used by one and the same user. This means
that it is not supported to have different preferences for different logged in users.
This could be implemented in other ways, but in this application the preferences
are specific for the device, not the user. It is possible that some companies have
smartphones that are shared between several employees, and in that case it
would be useful if the user specific preferences were implemented.
The app could also be adjusted to a tablet, but in that case the information
in the app could be organized differently since there are so much more screen
space on a tablet. More information could be shown on each screen, and/or the
information (e.g. text and buttons) could be made bigger for easier use.
As the usability experts mentioned in my meeting with them, it is beneficial
to use icons as much as possible instead of text. Therefor more icons could be
included in the app replacing some text. For example should the tabs have icons
on them, replacing or complementing the existing text.
The zooming in the graph is currently a bit troublesome to use, and could be
improved.
Red and green are used for indicating alarms or the control being on, but this
choice of colouring may be a problem for people with colour blindness, so other
options should be explored.
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